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Make yourself
at home and
feel great.
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Contemporar y living never felt so
comfor table.
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One collection. An almost infinite selection!
Cumuly comfort comes in a range of 100 different leathers and many individual fabrics.

Leading edge design meets soft comfort. Our latest collection features a wide choice of aesthetically
pleasing shapes, textures and colours – complemented by himolla-developed technology that supports
your back, your neck, your legs, your whole body. Effortlessly.

All our styles are available as classic three-seater, two-seater and armchair suites. There are also twoand-a-half seaters with most models, plus corner arrangements, or curved sofas with fixed or fold
down centre sections. Or flexible home cinema concepts, complete with trapezoid tables.

Lean back, and relax!

There are different armchairs, too, sized to suit you. And a choice of chairs from other himolla ranges,
to complement your favourite Cumuly.

With our manual models, footrests slide out in response to your movement. Backrests glide smoothly
into your preferred position, at the touch of a release loop. Neck rests adjust to give you perfect support!

Count on our suppor t!

With Cumuly corner systems, your particular preferences can be set for each individual seat. You can
opt for fixed or adjustable backrests and preset the whole range of available positions, including footrests!
You can even choose electric powered adjustment for the outer seats on most of our curved sofas.
Lean back and luxuriate in Cumuly comfort

Support comes in two levels: Soft for dreamy relaxation or Medium for deep luxury with supple bounce.
Choices, choices. Decisions, decisions.
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A symphony of design
and function.

The curved Chester sofa offers the Cumuly
function in all three seats and is made in a
space-saving contemporary design. The extremely comfortable chairs are designed to
make yourself at home.

Chester

Model: 		
			
Upper material:
Dimensions:
			

Suite Chester 4246
with armchair Chester 7246
31 Longlife cognac
3-seater curved
W 216 x D 105 x H 107
Recliner		
W 75 x D 88 x H 108
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Individually
adjustable headrest.

Your head and neck require specific support
whether you are watching TV, sleeping or reading. All of our models feature an ergonomically designed headrest which can be manually
moved forwards or back into perfect position.
This provides optimum support for the body
whatever your activity. Ultimate comfort every time.
The height-adjustable headrest is a unique
feature of model Dee.

Dee

Model: 		
Suite Dee 4890
			
with armchair Dee 7890
Upper material:
33 Longlife Soft stein
Dimensions:
3-seater
W 218 x D 90 x H 100
			
2-seater
W 161 x D 90 x H 100
			
Recliner
W 98 x D 89 x H 100
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Fly first class. Tr y a
cockpit seat.

Travel in style without departing your lounge.
Our cockpit seats are ergonomically advanced, with low or high backs options for added
shoulder support.
Matching Cumuly armchairs are also available in a choice of seat widths, and you can
reserve a fixed, round sofa in this range, without the Cumuly function.
We can’t promise free Champagne for frequent flyers, but we can promise first class
levels of comfort and glamour.

Lune

Model: 		
Suite Lune 4762
			
with armchair Lune 7762
Upper material:
31 Longlife Soft blue
Dimensions:
3-seater
W 206 x D 106 x H 105
			
2-seater
W 144 x D 85 x H 92
			
Recliner
W 76 x D 92 x H 105
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You’re on the
edge of your seat.
But totally relaxed.

The film showing is a dramatic thriller. Your
home cinema seats are curved to give everyone a front row view, and they adjust to the
audience’s individual preferences. So the movie might be tense, but everyone is relaxed.
Especially as there are trapezoid tables between the seats - with foldable or swivel tops,
and dish containers and storage beneath.
Drinks anyone? Popcorn?
Prefer romance? Available as standard suites
as well.

Coniston

Model: 		
Suite Coniston 4693
Upper material:
22 Longlife Rustika rosso
Dimensions:
4-seater 		
W 340 - 370
						D 128 - 184
						H 104
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It ’s as easy as
pushing a but ton.

Unusually high and wide backs, and delicately
curved armrests conspire together to seduce
you. Whether you choose a manual or electric curved sofa, or a three-seater couch, you’ll
find that relaxation is yours in a matter of moments.

Solway

Model: 		
Suite Solway 4116
			
with armchair Solway 7116
Upper material:
22 Longlife Soft hasel
Dimensions:
3-seater
W 205 x D 91 x H 104
			
2-seater
W 148 x D 91 x H 104
			
Recliner
W 81 x D 91 x H 104
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Everything you
need in a single
model.

Including style. Two or three seats. With or
without Cumuly functions. Elegantly stitched
fluting with either manual or electric operation.
Plus the ability to add another dimension. A
Cumuly armchair with swivel plate, for instance, or something sumptuous from the
Zerostress range.

Rhine

Model: 		
Curved Sofa Rhine 4349
Upper material:
33 Longlife Soft bianco
Dimensions:
3-seater
W 236 x D 104 x H 107
		
			

The list goes on. And everything goes in.
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Mosel

Model: 		
Recliner Mosel 7348
Upper material:
Leather tibet
Dimensions:
W 71 x D 87 x H 107
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For any occasion.
The Cumuly accent chairs Mosel and Danube can
be matched with a variety of himolla models.
Available in two sizes. Define your individual TV,
reading or reclining chair. Optional height ring.

Danube

Model: 		
Recliner Danube 7346
Upper material:
31 Longlife Soft earth
Dimensions:
W 73 x D 87 x H 112
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Create your own
visual st yle.

The Cumuly model Helford is available as a corner suite as well as single sofa sets. Whether
you opt for 2, 2.5 or 3 seats, fixed or reclining
seat, corner or single suite, the model provides
everything you need for individual furnishing
comfort.
Activate the Cumuly function and the headrest
extends automatically.

Helford

Model: 		
			
Upper material:
Dimensions:
			
			
			
		

Suite Helford 4133
with armchair Helford 4133
fabric erde
End element 2-seater
W 132 x D 90 x H 99
Corner
W 111 x D111 x H 99
End element 2,5-seater W 153 x D 90 x H 99
Recliner		
W 85 x D 89 x H102
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Cosset your
body and your
mind will chill.

Sink into the Cumuly Humber Maxi with a sigh
of relief. This is one big, welcoming curved or
three-seater sofa. With high backrests, wide
deep seats and acres of space – enough to
ensure even the tallest relaxees can chill out.

Humber Maxi

Model: 		
Suite Humber Maxi 4996
			
with armchair Humber Maxi 7996
Upper material:
31 Longlife Soft lava
Dimensions:
3-seater curved
W 206 x D 105 x H 107
			
Recliner		
W 74 x D 89 x H 107
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Your back will thank
you for it.

Time spent helping your body unwind is precious. But ‘rest therapy’ needn’t take up lots
of space. The Cumuly Humber Mini is light; it
looks inviting without filling your living room.
Simply pull the release loop on the curved,
two or three-seater sofa and you can stretch
out, and treat your back to pure relaxation.

Humber Mini
Model: 		
			
Upper material:
Dimensions:
			
			

Suite Humber Mini 4995
with armchair Humber Mini 7995
31 Longlife Soft basalt
3-seater 		
W 199 x D 85 x H 105
2-seater		
W 142 x D 85 x H 105
Recliner		
W 74 x D 85 x H 105
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Classic design?
Healthy sitting?
We do both.

With back problems becoming one of the
most wide spread ailments within the population today, designing healthy seating has
never been more important to us.
A bad sitting position causes stress on the
vertebral column, with pressure on your vertical discs between 40-90% higher when sitting than standing. This is why we developed
Cumuly to provide an ergonomically moulded backrest for healthy and relaxed sitting.
Maximum stress is removed from the vertebral column and the neck is supported - creating a totally new sitting experience.

Dunloe

Model: 		
			
Upper material:
Dimensions:
			
			
		

Suite Dunloe 4598
with armchair Dunloe 7597
fabric kokos
3-seater
W 199 x D 89 x H 105
2-seater
W 142 x D 89 x H 105
Recliner
W 75 x D 91 x H 103
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Model
Humber Mini
4995

3-seater with
extendable seat

2-seater with
Cumuly function
gas sprung back

162/85/105

142/85/105

142/85/105

armchair 7693

Chester
4246
armchair 7246

Curved

3-seater
high back fixed

2,5-seater
high back fixed

2-seater
high back fixed

armchair
fixed

high back

high back

142/85/105

74/85/105

high back

high back

Adjustable
storage footstool

162/89/107

142/89/107

-

-

201/88/105

large or small

206/100/105

199/85/105

162/85/105

78/58/42

79 /84/105
75/84/105
large or small

142/89/107

206/105/107

-

-

206/105/107

199/89/107

162/89/107

142/89/107

74/98/107

78/58/42

79/89/107
75/89/107

fixed

high or low back

high or low back

high or low back

high or low back

206/106/105

201/88/105
201/85/92

164/88/105
164/85/92

144/88/105
144/85/92

76/88/105
76/85/92

large or small

-

144/88/105

78/58/42

-

211/89/107

174/89/107

-

-

-

154/89/107
manual or electric

80/92/105
76/92/105
large or small

manual or electric

223/89/107

Armchair with
Cumuly function

-

199/89/107

154/89/107

68/53/40

236/104/107

211/89/107

manual or electric

high or low back

high or low back

high or low back

205/91/104
205/90/93

168/91/104
168/90/93

148/91/104
148/90/93

80/91/104
80/90/93

high or low back

high or low back

high or low back

high or low back

174/89/107

high or low back

90 /89/108
86 /89/108
large or small

-

214/91/104

-

armchair 7597

Coniston
4693

206/100/105

-

Solway
4116

Dunloe
4598

Curved sofa with
Cumuly function
and rack and retractable middle back

high back

Rhine
4349

armchair 4116

Curved sofa with
Cumuly function
and rack

-

199/85/105

armchair 7762

armchair 4349

2-seater with
electric Cumuly
function, high back

-

armchair 7996

Lune
4762

2,5-seater with
Cumuly function
gas sprung back

high back

armchair 7995

Humber Maxi
4996

3-seater with
Cumuly function
gas sprung back

205/91/104

199/89/105

168/91/104

-

148/91/104

142/89/105

148/91/104

-

226/108/104

-

211/90/104

174/90/104

-

-

-

-

-

173/91/107

162/87/92
162/89/104

142/87/92
142/89/104

high or low back

high or low back

high or low back

211/90/104
211/88/91

174/90/104
174/88/91

154/90/104
154/88/91

3 reclining seats

manual or electric

-

216/105/107

74/87/92
74/89/104

small only

78/58/42

75/91/103
large or small

high or low back

216 /105/107

74/90/104
74/88/91
with Cumuly function

-

216/105/107

85/91/104
81/91/104

-

example of
combination

154/90/104

68/53/40

199/87/92
199/89/104

-

-

226/108/104

210 /91/107

78/58/42
large or small

79/87/104
75/87/104
large or small

96/91/107
91/91/107

85/54/41
68/54/41

80/88/108
75/88/108
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Model
Dee
4890

3-seater with
extendable seat

2-seater with
Cumuly function
gas sprung back

-

2-seater with
electric Cumuly
function, high back

Curved sofa with
Cumuly function
and rack

-

-

218/90/100

Curved sofa with
Cumuly function
and rack and retractable middle back

Curved

3-seater
high back fixed

2,5-seater
high back fixed

2-seater
high back fixed

armchair
fixed

Adjustable
storage footstool

181 /90/100

-

Armchair with
Cumuly function

-

161/90/100

218/90/100

181/90/100

161/90/100

93/90/100

78/58/42

fixed or adj. back

-

-

207/90/99

armchair 4133

Mosel

2,5-seater with
Cumuly function
gas sprung back

large or small

armchair 7890

Helford
4133

3-seater with
Cumuly function
gas sprung back

170/90/99

150/90/99

corner suite
available

-

98 /89/100
94/89/100
large only

-

-

207/90/99

170/90/99

150/90/99

82/90/99

85 /89/102

large or small

armchair

7348
Danube

75/87/107
71/87/107
large or small

armchair

7346

73/87/112
68/83/110

All measurements quoted in
approx. cm W/D/H.
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Comfor t and st yle follow function.
The company.

‘Quality made, in Germany’ is not just an empty phrase for himolla. It’s a company
ethos we follow every day of our working lives. Our top-quality upholstered furniture
is created in an advanced 83,000 sq.m production studio at Taufkirchen.
The machining facility uses the latest CNC technology and the combined skills and
craftsmanship of our 1,000-plus workforce guarantee the high standard of himolla
quality. Furthermore, our products are only sold through reputable furniture dealers complying with stringent himolla standards of product knowledge, quality and
service. To ensure those optimum service levels – and customer satisfaction - are
maintained at all times, we give each of our retail trade partners full and extensive
support.

The design.

The established design philosophy of ‘form follows function’ has never been more
true than it is today. At himolla, function is the foundation on which everything else is
based.
Our technicians work to produce highly functional designs that reflect, as closely as
possible, the wide range of aspirations of our individual customers. Working handin-hand with this functionality is contemporary design. It’s an essential element in
our philosophy, since as well as sitting comfortably, our customers also want to sit in
style. So himolla upholstered furniture is versatile enough to adapt to different physiques as well as being extremely pleasing to the eye.
Choice is also vital. Our customers can choose from a whole range of models, 800 fabrics and 100 leathers to create their own individual furnishing statements - ensuring
that Cumuly furniture fits in perfectly into their lifestyle and their home.
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The workmanship.
Choosing the right upholstery materials is absolutely key to ensuring ergonomic
and comfortable sitting, as well as classic style. Our careful selection of top-grade
materials, using our own in-house test lab and following stringent controls all combine to provide the assurance of outstanding quality in all himolla products.
Our upholstered furniture complies with DIN and RAL quality directives as well as
the test criteria of the “German Association Quality Furniture”. From as long ago
as 1999, himolla has been certified to EMAS II and DIN EN ISO14001. So himolla
upholstered furniture is constructed to provide years of pleasure and enjoyment. In
fact, the first five years are covered by the famous himolla 5-year Guarantee on the
frame and non-moving Components. The upholstery, sub-springing and sprung
interior are also covered by the 5-year Guarantee.
A final indication of quality is the fact that there is no ‘off the peg’ himolla upholstered furniture. Every item is produced and delivered to order.

The histor y.
1948: 			
1950–1952:
			
1957: 			
1958: 			
			
1960–1968:
			
Since 1972:
Since 2002:
			

Start of industrial upholstered furniture manufacture
First real series production in a purpose-built facility constructed in
the centre of the town
The company is renamed „Himolla Polstermöbelwerk GmbH“
The first building phase of the current himolla factory, with shipping hall, begins. Du
ring the course of the next ten years, the factory is extended to its present size.
The impressive rise and expansion of the company call for heavy investment in buil
dings, a fleet of trucks and new production technologies .
himolla has developed to become one of Europe‘s biggest upholstery manufacturers
Cumuly has grown since its introduction to become one of the most successful
himolla furniture ranges.

Dealer stamp
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